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Abstract— Recently, there has been extensive research on 
high impedance structure (HIS) and their applications in 
microstrip antennas and transmission lines. These periodic 
structures have unique property of preventing the propagation 
of electromagnetic waves for specific frequencies and 
directions which are defined by the shape, size, symmetry, and 
material used in their construction. These structures also 
facilitate in bandwidth enhancement of planar antennas. In this 
article, a mizrostrip patch antenna (MPA) is designed to 
operate at 3.5 GHz. Then a mushroom type HIS ground plane 
is designed in the operating band of MPA which is further 
integrated. Aim of this configuration is to enhance bandwidth 
of the MPA through incorporation of HIS plane, Bandwidth of 
the MPA is evaluated with and without HIS plane. All the 
designs and simulations are carried out in CST microwave 
studio. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Multiple elements fashioned from composite materials, 
like plastic or metals, are assembled and arranged in a 
repeating patterns result in Metamaterials. Metamaterials do 
not exist naturally and their electromagnetic properties as well 
as performance is superior and different from their base 
materials [1]. This change of properties like permittivity, 
permeability, refractive index etc. of the host material occurs 
due to the cutoffs or inclusions of integral elements. 
Therefore, for   achieving   a particular electromagnetic 
performance such materials can be well-thought-out. 
Metamaterials type Single Negative [2, 3], Double Negative 
[4, 5] and Electromagnetic Band Gap of planar type structures 
[6] are in demanding study since 1990s. Sievenpiper [7] 
introduced mushroom type 2- Dimensional EBG surfaces 
composed of a regular pattern array of unit cells in a 2 
dimensional pattern. The unit cell is sandwiched in between 
of-patches (conducting) and ground (conducting) with a 
dielectric substrate. To connect the top metal patches to the 
ground vias are used to form a mushroom like structure. 

For a desired bandwidth, AMC ground plane finds their 
application and to overpower surface waves propagation. The 
characteristic properties of AMC ground plane will effect by 
the dimensions of the EBG unit-cell and substrate thickness. 
The unit cell is of rectangular or square type.  Mushroom, 

loop, or spiral may be used as the resonating element. It has 
been observed that on PEC or conventional EBGs, sense of 
polarization of incident plane wave reverses resulting in 
polarization mismatch between-reflected and incident wave. 
To sidestep this mismatch in several applications [8-11], 
Polarization dependent EBGs (PDEBGs) are introduced. 

In modern wireless communication system, Microstrip 
patch antenna is considered a smart solution because of their 
several advantages. It consumes small volume, planarly 
configurable, mechanically robust and having lightest weight 
as compared to other antennas. Also its integration is easy 
with microwave integrated circuits (MICs). Besides various 
advantages of microstrip patch antennas, main drawbacks are 
narrow bandwidth, low gain and surface wave excitation. 
Several techniques can be used to overcome these main issues 
[12]. First of all, the choice of using a thicker substrate having 
low dielectric constant is best but the antenna size will 
increase and thus it will not remain a low-profile. The use of 
multi resonator stack configuration is another possible 
solution but again resulting to a large thickness prototype [13, 
14]. To minimize the surface waves, electromagnetic band-gap 
structures are used. The use of EBGs is considered to be a best 
solution for improving MPA performance among antenna 
research community [15–17].  

Metametarials like Frequency selective surfaces (FSS) 
[18–20], which provide either AMC or EBG behavior, is 
alternative solution to microwave circuits and antenna 
problems. This option has been used in previous works [20–
29]. 

L probe and U slot have been used by Shakelford et al. 
[30] in designing a small Microstrip patch antenna. Different 
designs have been proposed by these authors who utilized 
various techniques for size reduction: make use of a 
microwave substrate material, addition of a shorting wall and 
a shorting pin. A significant improvement in bandwidth is 
observed in all the designs. 

Another method employed by researchers is using 
compound techniques [31]. These techniques include 
adjusting the patches displacement, setting two pairs 
conducting bars loading a capacitive disk on the top of probe 
and the lower patch as parasitic radiator. A new type of 
stacked MPA is studied using these compound techniques and 
the frequency bandwidth has been remarkably improved. In 
[32], the bandwidth of an aperture coupled MPA has been 
studied and improved by using an appropriate impedance 
matching network using filter design techniques. The initial 
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useful antenna characteristics were maintained for the 
proposed new feed configuration. 

The use of two triangular structures for MPA to improve 
the bandwidth has also been studied [33] in which two 
separate triangular patches are used to form patch antenna 
with a small spacing left between the two triangular patches. 
A full-wave technique in spatial-domain together with the 
closed-form Green’s function is employed for obtaining the S-
parameters of MPA and measurement results confirm a 
considerable improvement in bandwidth.  

In the design of patch antenna, the use of unbalanced 
structures to improve VSWR characteristic has also been 
studied previously [34]. Similar to [33], a full wave spatial 
domain MoM technique together with the closed-form Green 
functions have been working for characterizing high-
frequency S-parameters of Microstrip discontinuities. The 
obtained results(numerical) are compared with existing 
measurement data which show a decent agreement to each 
other. To improve the bandwidth of patch antennas, 
electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structures [35] is using 
different shapes and sizes of EBG. These structures have led 
to considerable improvement in patch antennas bandwidth. In 
this article, design of Microstrip antenna along with high 
impedance structure is demonstrated. Main goal is to improve 
bandwidth of microstrip patch antenna designed for 3.5 GHz 
through incorporation of mushroom type high impedance 
surface (HIS) which is also designed to operate in the same 
band as that of MPA. The designed HIS ground plane is 
integrated with MPA and then the integrated design is 
evaluated for operating band.  

Sequence of the paper is as following. Section II mainly 
deals with theory of MPA and discusses its different pros and 
cons. Section III deals with design parameters of HIS. Section 
IV presents design of MPA for 3.5 GHz, design of HIS plane 
for 3.5 GHz and their integration as well alongwith discussion 
of results. At the end conclusion of the research work is 
presented. 

II. MICROSTRIP PATCH ANTENNA 

The basic layered structure with two parallel conductors 
detached by a thin dielectric substrate is shown in the Figure 
1. The upper conductor called patch with a length that is an 
appreciable fraction of a wavelength (λ), approximately half a 
wavelength (λ/2).  

 
Figure 1. Microstrip patch antenna [36] 

The upper conductor patch is generally made of copper 
and can take any possible shape as shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. Geometrical shapes and sizes of patch [36] 

On the dielectric substrate, the radiating patch and feed 
lines are usually photo etched. Because of the fringing fields 
between the ground plane and the patch edge, micro strip 
patch antennas radiate primarily. Some advantages of MPA 
discussed by [36] and Kumar and Ray [37] are: 

 
• Low volume and Light weight and lowest fabrication cost. 

• Planar configuration and different types polarization 

support. 

• Integration with microwave integrated circuits (MICs) is 

easy 

• Multiple Frequency band operations  

• Robust mechanically.  

 
Disadvantages discussed by Kumar and Ray in [37] and 

Garget al. in [12] are:  
 

• Narrow BW and low efficiency  

• Low Gain  

• Unnecessary radiation from feeds and junctions  

• Power handling capacity is low 
 
The discussion of losses is worth to note here. Different 

types of losses associated to patch antenna are conduction 
losses, radiation losses, dielectric and surface wave excitation 
losses. The quality factor (Q) of Microstrip patch antennas is 
very high which denote losses of patch antenna. For very thin 
substrates, all types of losses can be neglected. However, 
when thickness of the substrate increases, an increasing 
fraction of the total power delivered by the source goes into a 
surface wave. This unwanted power loss in surface wave 
contribution is considered since it is ultimately scattered at the 
dielectric bends and causes degradation in antenna 
characteristics. 

III. HIGH IMPEDANCE SURFACE 

This article specifically talks about the use of EBG by 
utilizing its high impedance feature for achieving size 
reduction in terms of substrate height when incorporated to 
MPA. Rahmat Samii [38] describes EBG as a periodic or a 
periodic configuration of multi dimension having power to 
stop or enhance the transmission of electromagnetic waves in 
a certain frequency range with no conditional limit of incident 
angel and polarization. Bandgap is the frequency range in 
which the surface waves are suppressed. Substrate thickness 
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and dimensions of the EBG unit-cell affect the band gap 
characteristic.  The unit cell may be either square or 
rectangular in shape.  The mushroom, loop, or spiral may be 
the resonating element. Rahmat-Samii [39] and Sievenpiper 
[40] designed several kinds of EBG and HIS configuration 

which were further used and find its application in a variety of 
low profile linear and circularly polarized antennas. HIS 
design by Sievenpiper is shown below in Figure 3 and 4. 

 
 

Figure 3. High impedance Surface (Sievenpiper) (a) Top-View (b) Front-View 

Planar structures give in-phase reflection and suppress 
surface propagation in a particular frequency band.  
Additionally, the antenna currents are in-phase with the image 
currents, therefore both constructively interfere and provide 
better antenna performance[41]. 

  

Figure 4. Equivalent circuit (LC) model (a) Front-View (b) Equivalent 

resonant circuit (LC) 

To explain operation of HIS, consider Figure 4. It can be 
seen that HIS behavior is just parallel resonant circuit. The 
charge distribution among neighboring cells correspondent to 
capacitance C while the current flow through metallic via from 
top and bottom results to inductance L. 
Following formula determines L and C values [39]. 

  

      

Here  

W = Width of the patch 

g = Gap between two adjacent patches 

Ɛr = EBG substrate relative permittivity 

h= Thickness of the substrate used 

= Medium permeability 

 

Following equation expressed resonant frequency  

 

     

From above equation the Frequency Band Gap (BW) can 
be come near to as 

    

Here 𝝶 is the intrinsic impedance of free-space = 120π 

By suppressing surface waves, these assemblies are very 
co-operative just in case of planer antennas resulting in 
directivity, efficiency of the antenna and achieving high gain 
[42-43]. EBGs can also be utilized for GPS applications [44-
45]. It has been observed that when EM wave in plane 
orientation incident on Perfect Electric Conductor or planner 
EBGs, sense of polarization reverses resulting in mismatching 
in polarization. In order to side-step this kind of mismatch, 
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PDEBGs (Polarization dependent EBGs) in several 
applications are introduced [46-47]. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Planar antennas are normally desired in most of wireless 
communication systems. MPA is one of widely used planner 
antenna which is desired in several applications. In this 
research we will mainly focus on MPA design which will 
further be evaluated for bandwidth enhancement through 
incorporation of HIS. 

Here MPA is designed for 3.5GHz having structural 
configurations and dimensions as depicted in Figure 5. 

 
      (a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5. Illustration of geometry for Microstrip Patch antenna (a) Top View 
(b) Side View 

TABLE I: DIMENSIONS FOR MPA 

Dimension Value (mm) 

Ws 130 

Ls 130 

W 20 

L 18 

Wt 2.5 

Lt 60 

Wi 7 

Li 5.5 

 
Here FR4 material is used for substrate of the antenna. Ws 

and Ls are width and length of the substrate material. 
Similarly patch element of the antenna has length L and width 
W. microstrip line having 50-ohm impedance is used to excite 
the antenna that has length Lt and width Wt. For matching 
purpose an inset cut of Li x Wi is made in patch of the 
antenna. This modeling and designing is performed in CST 
microwave studio. Operating band of the antenna is given in 
Figure 6.  

 

 
Figure 6. MPA response designed for 3.5 GHz 

Here we can see that MPA is resonating at 3.5 GHz having 
-27 dB return loss value. Bandwidth of the antenna is 116 
MHz ranging from 3.463 GHz to 3.5803 GHz. 

Next step is design of high impedance surfacein the 
operating band of MPA. For this purpose mushroom type high 
impedace surface is modeled and designed in CST microwave 
studio. Here a via less design is utilized for the sake of 
simplicity. Unit cell along with in-phase reflection response of 
the HIS plane is given in Figure 7  

(a) 
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(b)

 (c) 

Figure 7. HIS Ground plane with results (a) Unit Cell (b) Configuration of 6x6 patch HIS ground plane (c) In-phase reflection response of HIS plane 

Dimension of unit cell is 18 mm x 18 mm having a gap of 
0.125 mm which is utilized to form a 6 x 6 patches of HIS 
ground plane. Reflection phase response as depicted in Figure 
7 show that in-phase reflection occurs near 3.45 GHz. 

After design of HIS plane, the MPA was integrated to it. 
For this purpose, ground plane of MPA was removed and 
replaced with the HIS ground plane thus forming the 
integrated antenna. Upon exciting the integrated antenna, a 

wide band frequency response was observed as can be seen in 
Figure 8. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Operating band of integrated antenna 
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As can be seen that integrated antenna for 3.5 GHz has 

operating bandwidth of 485MHz ranging from 3.4221GHz to 
3.9077GHz. Hence 318.1 % increase in operating bandwidth 
is observed as compare to bandwidth of MPA which is only 
116MHz before integration. 

CONCUSLION  

This article discusses microstrip patch antenna design issue 
and its resolution through incorporation if high impedance 
structure. The aim is to counter narrow bandwidth, being a 
critical design constraint of MPA, through integration of HIS 
ground plane to the antenna. For this purpose, MPA is initially 
designed to operate at 3.5 GHz. The antenna is resonating at 
3.5 GHz with a return loss value of -27 dB and a bandwidth of 
116 MHz ranging from 3.463 GHz to 3.5803 GHz is observed. 
Afterwards, HIS ground plane was designed in the operating 
band of MPA which shows in-phase reflection at 3.45 GHz. 
This HIS was utilized as ground plane of MPA to form the 
integrated design. It has been observed that integrated antenna 
was also resonating at 3.5 GHz with a bandwidth of 485 MHz 
ranging from 3.4221GHz to 3.9077GHz.  Hence 318.1 % 
increase in operating bandwidth is observed as compare to 
bandwidth of MPA which is only 116MHz before integration. 
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